AIS-HACCP Workshop

September 6, 2007

Cabela’s Conference Room
20200 Rogers Drive
Rogers, MN

Agenda

9:00   Welcome, course objectives, and introduction of attendees

9:15   Why AIS-HACCP?
9:35   Introduction to AIS in the region, including VHS virus
      Species in the region potentially spread via operation
      Unique life history information of AIS in the region
      Infested waters
      Hands-on identification

10:30  BREAK (with refreshments)

10:45  AIS-HACCP: From Net to Sale video

11:10  AIS-HACCP Training Curriculum
      Teach AIS-HACCP chapter-by-chapter from the manual

12:00  LUNCH (on your own)

1:00   AIS-HACCP Training Curriculum
      Teach AIS-HACCP chapter-by-chapter from the manual

1:45   Examples of AIS-HACCP Plans with application to VHS virus

2:00   Examples of control measures for AIS

2:15   BREAK (with refreshments)

2:30   AIS-HACCP Plan Development by participants

3:30   AIS-HACCP Plans presented by participants

4:00   Adjourn